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Abstract
The article is devoted to the complex study of the rheological properties of raw materials, semi-finished and finished
products to support optimal modes of production and to manufacture products with specified structural-mechanical
characteristics. It was found that the nature of changes in the plastic strength of semi-finished products depends on the modes
of tempering and the influence of plant additives on the process of structure formation. The authors also analyze the effect of
phytonutrients and vegetable powders on the strength of adhesive contacts between the layers of candy mass in forming
multilayered confectionery products. The simulation results of determining the optimal ratio of recipe ingredients, which
provide specified structural-mechanical characteristics of the jelly bodies, are presented.
According to the research results, the effect of dosing and dispersion of phytonutrients and vegetable powders on candy
mass viscosity at different temperatures and strain rates allowed to develop recommendations for selecting modes of thermomechanical processing of fondant and jelly masses at the stage of tempering and molding.
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Introduction
Physico-mechanical characteristics are the most
important indicators of candy mass properties, where
candy mass is a semi-finished product entering further
process steps. These characteristics also determine
structural and mechanical properties of the finished
product. The study of adhesion properties, plastic
strength and duration of structure formation process
allows to evaluate the possibility of using various
additives, technological modes and methods of
molding to give the finished products defined
properties, stability during transportation and storage.
In recent years domestic and foreign journals have
published a number of studies on the rheological behavior of
confectionery mass and structure of finished products [1–3].
Constantly expanding the range of products as
well as using non-conventional raw materials in candy
recipes actualizes the problem of studying the
rheological behavior of candy mass and bank data on
the influence of recipe ingredients and process
conditions on technological properties of semi-finished

products and stability of structural and mechanical
properties of finished products during the storage
period.
The aim of the research is to validate the modes of
candy production using enrichers in the form of
powders from local vegetable raw materials on the
basis of studying rheological, structural and
mechanical properties of semi-finished products.
Materials and Methods
The objects of the study were samples of fondant,
jelly and whipped mass and candies made on their
basis according to classical recipes, as well as with the
addition of vegetable powders (pumpkin, carrot) and
medicinal-technical raw materials (nettle leaves, lemon
balm, raspberry) of various concentration and
dispersion. Herbal additives were used in the form of
powder, hydrated powders (puree) and water-alcoholic
extracts.
The study of rheological properties of semifinished
products
and
structural-mechanical
characteristics of candy bodies were performed on
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HА
ААКЕ VT66R plus viiscotester (T
Thermo Fissher
Scientific, Germany) andd Brookfieldd CT-3 texxture
anaalyzer (Broookfield Enggineering labboratories, inc.,
i
US
SA) equippedd with a widde range of sensors,
s
devvices
andd accessories to meet thee challenges associated with
w
thee analysis annd measurem
ment of textuure. The pow
wder
disspersity wass measured by a laseer particle size
anaalyzer of “Microsizer 201” seeries. Detaailed
desscription of methods forr analysis off raw materiials,
sem
mi-finished and
a finished products is given
g
in [4].
Results and
d Discussion
n
Studying rheological properties of investigaated
canndy mass haas shown thaat, irrespectivve of the reccipe,
theey belong to pseudoplastiic materials. In a wide raange
of shear rates 0–100
0
s–1 thee flow of the fondant masss is
weell approxim
mated by thhe equationn of Herschhel–
Buulkley, while the jelly andd whipped mass
m satisfiess the
equuation of Ostwald
O
de Waele. In all cases, the
rheeological currves are welll approximaated by a linnear
funnction over a fairly widee range of shhear rates (bby a
facctor of no less than 0.98
0
approxiimation), whhich
expplains the choice and use of thhese rheologgical
equuations [4].
Plastic strength of canndy bodies iss a key indiccator
forr characterizing the form
m retention quality.
q
Channges
in strength can
c
show the process of struccture
forrmation, the rate of whicch is of greatt importancee for
sellecting regim
mes for struucture formaation processs of
canndy mass.
The analyysis of expeerimental stuudies about the
efffect of functiional ingrediients on the process of jelly
j
maass formationn showed thaat the use of powder reduuces
thee plastic strenngth of jelly by 22 % (Fig. 1).
Introduction of vegetable poowders at the
tem
mpering stagge of the jellly mass leadds to destrucction
of the jelly moonolithic strructure and formation
f
off an
uneven one. Polysacchari
P
ides of pow
wders that have
h
higgh sorption properties
p
vioolate hydrosttatic equilibrrium
whhile absorbinng moisture from
fr
the system, the resullt of
whhich becomess an irregularr jelly body.

When intrroducing thee functional additives with
w
pecctin at the syrup prepaaration stag
ge we can see
the maximum
m dissolvingg and swelling of the
pollysaccharide powder. Thhe formed jelly
j
surfacee is
smo
ooth, on thhe fracture it is glasssy with evven
disttribution of insoluble
i
fiber parts (Fig. 2).
To find ouut the optimaal ratio of reccipe ingredieents
in order to obbtain a jellyy with speciified structurralmechanical chaaracteristics aand to establlish appropriiate
visccosity valuee of the jeelly mass in
n the moldding
pro
ocess, due to the com
mplexity of the analytiical
desscription of the system study on the
t
whole, the
authors used methods
m
of m
mathematical planning of the
exp
periment annd the regrression analysis for data
d
pro
ocessing.
As a resultt, the nonlineear regression
n equations (1),
(
(2),, which adeqquately desccribe the dep
pendence of the
mass viscosity y1 and the jeelly plastic strength
s
y2 frrom
the concentrations of pectiin (x1), citricc acid (x2) and
a
the concentrateed water exxtract of netttle leaves (xx3),
there were obtaained:

y1 = −14 − 1, 5 5 x1 + 5, 44 x2 + 0, 68 x3 + 0, 41x1 x2 −
−0,17 x1 x3 + 0, 4 x12 − 0, 68 x2 2 − 0, 02 x3 2 ;

2 x3 + 4,73 x1x2 −
y2 = −233,19 + 3,79 x1 + 46, 92 x2 + 25,32
−0, 77 x1x3 − 0, 084
0 x2 x3 − 0,555 x12 − 6, 4 x2 2 − 1, 208 x32 .
(2)
Maximum misalignmeent of experim
mental data and
a
tho
ose calculateed by modeel (1) was 2.9
2 %, on the
mo
odel (2) – 6.77 %.
The analyysis of equattions (1, 2) shows that the
streength of the effect of theese factors on
o the viscossity
of the
t jelly masss decreases iin the series x2 > x1> x3, and
a
on the plastic sttrength of jelllies – x2 > x3 > x1.
Thus, the greatest im
mpact on the
t
rheologiical
pro
operties of semi-finished
s
d jellies is made by ciitric
acid
d concentrattion. The efffect of pectin and extrract
con
ncentration is less obvioous which deemonstrates the
imp
portance of jelly mass pH
H control at all
a stages of the
pro
oduction cyclle and of its maintaining
g at the optim
mal
level.

a)
Fig. 1. Changes in th
he jelly plastic strength
s
durring structure formation proocess:
1 – control; 2 – with the addittion of 0.5 % puumpkin powderr
44

(1)

bb)

c)

Fig
g. 2. Jelly masss with the addiition of vegetab
ble powders 3 %:
a – control; b – at the staage of syrup production;
c – at the tem
mpering stage
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The graphical representation of the equations (1)
and (2) as response surfaces and lines of equal level
with a fixed amount of citric acid x2 = 4 g is shown in
Fig. 3.
The strength of whipped jellies with the use of
powdered semi-finished products, on the contrary,
increases due to the combined action of agar molecules
and pectin substances presented in vegetable powders
in large quantities. Thus, the hydrated powder
increases the strength 2.0-fold, the dry powder –
8.0-fold. When using hydrated powder, the whipped
mass strength increases owing to additional filling of
the space frame surrounding the bubbles with swollen
fibers of the vegetable powder. Gelation occurs within
40 minutes after casting at a temperature of 20–22 °C,
but a large amount of swollen polysaccharides makes
the mass aqueous and prone to syneresis.
In samples containing dry powder syneresis is
avoided by narrowing the channel, increasing the
roughness of the walls and forming local “gates” from
the particles not adhered to the bubbles. However, the
presence of solid particles may have the opposite
effect: they may undergo the adsorption of surfactants
and the concentration decrease of surfactants in the
solution leads to the increase in the surface tension and
decrease in the foam dispersion, whereby the syneresis
speed can be boosted.
Factors affecting the rate of fondant mass
structuring are the ratio of solid and liquid phases, the
presence of large crystals, the concentration and
dispersion of functional additives, and body
temperizing modes. The rate of fondant mass
structuring can be judged by the increase in the limit
shear stress [3].
For classical fondant mass at low temperatures
(70–75 °C) the limiting shear stress raises dramatically
in a short period of time which indicates a high rate of
sucrose crystallization. A high degree of
supersaturation of the solution leads to intensive
crystallization of sucrose not only on the surface but
also in internal layers of the body. Structuring process
in the mass casting with temperature of 95 °C is slower
and the mass cast at temperature of 100 °C
reaches normal consistency (critical shear stress of
30–40·103 N⋅m-2) after 3 hours of structure formation
process.
The structure formation process of the fondant
mass can be traced according to increase in the
strength of the structure of candy body. Fig. 4 shows
the dependence of the strength of the fondant sample
on the depth of the indenter.
On the surface of the semi-finished product there
is a dense crystalline crust formation, the hardness of
which increases during the first hour (up to 1600 g),
and after two hours of temporizing the thickness
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Fig. 3. Surface of goal function response:
y1 – jelly mass viscosity, Pa⋅s (a); y2 – plastic strength
of jelly, kPa (b); depending on factors under study:
x1 – pectin dosage, g; x3 – concentrated nettle extract dosage, g

reaches 2.5 mm. Inside the formed body there is thick
mass with large crystals of sucrose (the presence of
crystals characterizes the presence of peaks within
curve) (section 3*). In the crystallization process the
adhesion of samples decreases to stainless steel.
In 2.5–3 hours of structure formation process at
ambient temperature of 23–25 °C the candy body has a
solid crystalline structure with the strength 4·103 g
(Fig. 5).
The study on adhesive properties of the candy
mass helps to evaluate the possibility of using various
molding techniques for manufacturing candy bodies.
The violation of production modes, moisture
migration between the layers and syneresis during the
storage leads to the weakening of the adhesive
interactions and changing in structural and mechanical
characteristics of the products.
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Fig. 6. Adheesion failure in
n forming comb
bined bodies
by smearing and
d cutting metho
ods

While forrming the addhesive bondding through the
com
mbination of
o jelly annd whippedd semi-finisshed
prooducts in thee combined body,
b
highlyy viscous masses
com
me into conttact. In this case,
c
to desccribe the proccess
of contact form
mation rheollogical charaacteristics off the
adhhesive and the termss of the contact
c
becoome
im
mportant depeending on thhe method off molding seemifinnished produccts.
The moldding of combbined jelly-w
whipped candies
cann be produuced with methods of
o co-extrussion,
sm
mearing follow
wed by cuttinng, and castiing.
The practice of moldiing by co-exxtrusion metthod
shoowed that for
f each prooduction it is necessaryy to
maake correctioons of technnological moodes taking into
acccount the constructive
c
features of
o the moldding
equuipment, or using
u
them for
f combininng confectionnery
maasses with similar
s
rheoological chaaracteristics and
havving thixotroopic properties.
The formaation of canddies by castinng and smearring
miinimizes mechanical efffect on the formable caandy
maass which does
d
not destroy
d
theirr structure and
redduces the reesidual stresss at the phase
p
bounddary.
Thhe smearingg method allows
a
to make
m
multilaayer

pro
oducts, but in the processs of cutting
g there may be
posssible violatiions of strucctures, displacement of the
layers due to thheir deformattion (Fig. 6).
The form
mation of jeelly-whipped
d candies was
w
perrformed by thhe smearing method follo
owed by cuttting
and
d casting. The abilityy to contrrol rheologiical
pro
operties of the jelly mass by changing the
tem
mperature at the moldinng stage is a determinning
facttor in the chhoice of jellyy layer as thee top. When the
tem
mperature is increased,
i
thhe viscosity of
o the jelly mass
m
deccreases nonn-linearly w
with average increase in
tem
mperature by 1 °С per 0.001 Pa·s [4]. At
A low viscossity
the liquid adheesive wets thhe surface of
o the substrrate
pro
oviding a flaawless full contact witth the whippped
mass with the maximum fi
filling of miccropores on the
surface, but theere is a formaation of adheesive interacttion
and
d hardening of adhesive contact. Ho
owever, evenn in
thiss case, the adhesive sstrength of the contactt is
insu
ufficient to prevent full separation of
o the structture
by mechanical action on the semi-finished prodduct
durring cutting the layer obtained by
y smearing or
durring removinng candy boddies made by
y the methodd of
cassting to the sttarch forms ((Fig. 7).

σ, g

Fig. 4. Chan
nges in the conssistency of the fondant mass
in the prrocess of struccturing after casting in:
1 – 15 min; 2 – 35
3 min; 3 – 60 min
m

2
1

L, mm
Fig. 5. Chaanges in the coonsistency of foondant mass
in
n the process of
o structuring in:
i
1 – 15 minn; 2 – 60 min
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Fig.
F 7. Mixed deestruction of adhesive compo
ound in formin
ng
combined
c
cand
dy bodies by sm
mearing and cu
utting methodss
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Fiig. 8. Dependen
nce of adhesivee contacts stren
ngth on the deepth
of separatioon with the poowder in the whipped
w
mass
and moolding temperaature of the jellly layer:
1 – 5 %, 105 °С
С; 2 – 5 %, 95 °С;
° 3 – without powders, 95 °С
С;
4 – without poowders, 105 °С
С

When addding vegetabble powders in the whippped
layyer in the amount
a
of leess than 2 %,
% the adhesive
strength between the layerss of the bodyy does not diiffer
f the combiined
siggnificantly frrom indicatorrs obtained for
boddies without additives. Inntroducing powders
p
into the
whhipped layer in the amouunt more thann 10 wt % leeads
to excessive developmennt of micrro-relief whhich
m
conntact
advversely affeccts the achievvement of maximum
areea: a large number off connectionns reduces the
moobility of macromolecu
m
les in the boundary
b
laayer,
inccreases internnal pressure, changes thee structure off the
surrface layer, which resuults in defecctive areas that
serrve as centeers where thhe destruction of adhesive
com
mpounds begins [3, 5]]. The maxiimum adhession
bettween the layyers of candyy mass is atttained by addding
veggetable powdders in the whipped
w
layeer in the amoount
of 5–10 wt %, in the jelly layer – less than 3 %, while
w
c
increases by more
m
thee strength of adhesion contacts
thaan 30 % com
mpared to conntrol sampless (Fig. 8, 9).
Based onn the above,, it can be concluded that
addding the carrrot powder innto the whippped mass allows
to improve thee contact areea of the addhesive-substtrate
andd to increasee the adhesivve connectionn strength duue to
thee formation of
o a rough surface
s
of thee whipped mass
m
andd maximum filling of miicrodefects inn the jelly mass.
m
Mooreover, the persistence of
o structural and mechannical
prooperties of the whippped mass as
a a result of
enhhancing foam
m frame byy rough fibers of the caarrot
pow
wder provides the strructuring caapacity of the
whhipped layer and allows the operatioon of castingg the
jelly mass with densiity of 13350 kg/m3 at
45––60 minutes after the forrmation. Veggetable powdders
havving high water-binding
w
g capacity absorb
a
moissture
froom the candyy mass surfacce to improvve their adhession
to the combinaable layer. Adding powdeers into the jelly
j
j
strengthh and allow
ws to change the
maass reduces jelly
adhhesive tensee on its surrface which has a posiitive
im
mpact on the quality of thhe adhesive contact
c
withh the
whhipped mass [5]. The studdies have shoown that duriing

Fig. 9. Cutting of com
mbined candy bodies
with 5 % carrot powdeer in the whipp
ped layer;
3 % powder
p
pumpk
kin in the jelly layer

testts of controol samples there is ussually a mixxed
adh
hesive breakking, and that during teests of sampples
witth the additioon of vegetabble powders the breakingg is
preedominantly cohesive.
Concllusion
The studiies proved operating parameters at
diffferent stagees of candyy productio
on from sem
mifiniished produccts with diffeerent rheolog
gical propertties.
It is found thatt the nature oof rheologicaal curves in the
stud
died range of
o shear ratees is similar to candy mass
m
witth the additioon of powderrs made from
m drug-techniical
and
d vegetable raw materiaals with sim
milar values of
disp
persion indiicators, wateer retention and adsorpttion
cap
pacity.
The desiggn of connfectionery products with
w
speecified structtural-mechannical charactteristics as well
w
as the scientifi
fic substantiaation of the ways of thheir
oduction is necessary
n
too ensure thee technologiical
pro
pro
ocesses and the
t optimizattion of the equipment.
e
T
This
allo
ows to contrrol structurall-mechanicall characteristtics
and
d products quality bby introduccing additivves,
chaanging the modes
m
and m
methods of mechanical
m
a
and
tech
hnological processing.
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